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PITTSBURGH, PA, December 11, 2019 – Steel City Death Club Recordings is thrilled to announce 
Pittsburgh based band Ugly Blondes and the release of their record Fluff Capacitor. Fluff Capacitor 
is the bands fourth and heaviest record yet, with riffs that are heavy, fuzzy, sludgy and imminent. 

Fluff Capacitor can only be described as a brick wall of sonic fusion that brings you into Ugly 
Blondes’ world of the absurd. Catchy hooks meant for pop songs are thrown into the world of 
sludge and doom. It’s metal for people who aren’t metal heads. It’s energetic punk rock for people 
who prefer to watch from the back and head bang. Each song acts as a new chapter in a book of 
screwed up children’s fables; you’ll find yourself cheerfully singing along to songs about vampires 
who prefer candy to blood, and evil clones usurping their host bodies. At only 23 minutes in length, 
the album leaves the listener hitting replay over and over again, as if they were looking into a 
spinning black and white swirl meant for psychic hypnosis.

The album is streaming everywhere on November 11th, 2019 with the single Destroyer debuting 
October 15th, 2019.

Press Links
Bandcamp
Spotify
Apple Music

About Ugly Blondes
Ugly Blondes is an Alternative Rock Band based in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania, debuting with their 
self titled album in 2014 and susequently releasing four total records with hits such as The Lizard, 
Rabbit’s Foot, Destroyer and Not Mitch. Their sound merges classic hard rock and fuzzier sludgy 
nuances. Ugly Blondes joined Steel City Death Club Recordings in 2018.

About Steel City Death Club Recordings
Founded in February of 2018, SCDC is a non-profit label owned and operated by Giovanni Orsini, to 
grow and support the local music and DIY scene in Pittsburgh PA. 
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https://uglyblondes1.bandcamp.com
https://open.spotify.com/album/6nI9QVuJczcKH3NUGTqgHi?si=AT1B_M-gQM2qznYlemJYRw
https://music.apple.com/us/album/fluff-capacitor/1488279580

